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LEGAL CLINICS IN ANKARA UNIVERSITY, FACULTY OF LAW  

INTRODUCTION 

As a name or concept ‘legal clinic’ takes its source from medicine and related sciences. 

This concept reflects that clinical applications in medicine can be also used in the field of 

legal studies and the application of law. The first studies in this field appeared in the USA 

in the 1960s and then it has also begun to be used in European countries. The primary 

objective of this application is to provide support to diverse communities and people who 

cannot reach legal services sufficiently for a variety of reasons. The work of legal clinics is 

done by law school students in a way similar to the way medicine students work at 

hospitals. In this respect, there are two characteristics of this application: 

- First, students learn the ways of applying their legal knowledge to real life 

problems. 

- Second, students transfer their legal knowledge and show ways to access  justice 

for people who do not have the chance (or limited chance) to hire a lawyer or to reach 

legal knowledge because of their social and economic conditions. 

Although legal clinics have been developed as a hands-on training model for law students, 

they also cover or support existing legal aid services. While traditional legal education 

focuses on the theoretical content of law, clinical legal education provides skills that can 

be used in practice. In addition, clinical legal education teaches students what values they 

should have.  

Thanks to this model, students are given the opportunity to gain experience while people 

in need of legal help and knowledge are offered access to justice. Students also get the 

chance to see the functionality of law in real life and compare this with the theoretical 

knowledge they are taught in law schools.  

HISTORY 

Clinical legal studies were firstly introduced to law literature in the USA where the first 

studies were also carried out. Professor George Wythe was the first professor of legal 

clinics in the USA. He firstly used moot courts and moot legislative congresses, but since 

then legal education has turned to more theoretical approaches. 

As law faculties were became common and legal education acquired an academic 

character, the basis of legal education became theory and doctrine. The application of 

theory to real cases was ignored. However, it was noticed that theoretical legal education 

is insufficient in developing practical legal skills.  

In 1917, William V. Rowe from the New York Bar suggested that clinical education is 

important for law students even more than medicine students, because real life cases 

should be discussed by law students. In Rowe’s opinion, the goal of legal clinics is not only 
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to provide students with an application-oriented education, but has also to teach students 

that one of law’s tasks is to provide the best legal service to poor and those who cannot 

reach justice. He emphasized that dignity, civic duty, social solidarity and social service 

should be taught to students in clinical legal studies.  

In the first half of the 20th century, the tendency toward clinical legal education continued. 

Clinical legal studies started in 1960 under the sponsorship of the Ford Foundation that 

offered funds to law faculties so that legal services would be supplied to poor people. The 

foundation’s support and willingness of law faculties to uphold social justice won legal 

clinics an important place in the academic program of law schools.  

At the end of the 20th century, clinical legal education became a vital part of legal education 

and its importance in legal education has been still growing.   

DIFFERENT APPLICATIONS OF LAW CLINICS 

Thanks to legal clinics students get the opportunity to learn via experiences and to 

practically participate in the learning process. Especially in developing countries, legal 

clinics provide legal support to the poor and to other vulnerable groups. Based on the 

target group and the type of legal service needed, there are different types of legal clinics.  

1. Live Client Clinics 

People who need legal assistance apply to these clinics. Law students help them under the 

supervision of an expert or tutor. Here, legal clinics operate like an academic working as 

lawyer or like a real law office under a lawyer. The clinics may vary from country to 

country, from city to city or from university to university because of different 

opportunities and changing law rules. So, they may be different in terms of applications 

and practice topics. While some legal clinics operate in all branches of law, some of them 

only focus on specific topics.  

2. Simulation Clinics 

In these applications, students try to apply their theoretical knowledge via diverse 

simulations. They participate in a legal dispute in the role of a judge, lawyer or prosecutor 

and they work on how to solve the problem. Moot courts and moot trials are the most 

common types of simulations. The earliest method of clinical legal education is 

simulations.  

3. Clinical Internship 

In this application, students join the activities that solve legal disputes in a court, law 

office, public institution or nongovernmental organization.  

4. Street Law 
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These clinics aim to help people in need of legal help through students. The ide behind the 

clinic is that people can use their rights only if the come to learn their rights. Although 

listening is the most common method in legal education, scientific research has shown 

that listening is the least effective method in learning. The percentages of information 

people remember following different method of learning are shown below: 

- Listening %5 

- Reading %10 

- Visual learning %20 

- Learning via discussion %50 

- Simulation %75 

- Teaching (transferring your own knowledge) %90 

On the basis of the above statistics students are directed to use the interactive learning 

method for an effective learning. 

5. Problem-based Learning 

In this method, the main goal is to embody lessons via legal or real life cases and make 

students apply their knowledge to specific legal cases. This method is different from 

practical works done in lessons because it is a separate selective course in which diverse 

legal branches are involved under clinical legal studies. 

 

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN LEGAL EDUCATION AND JUSTICE 

Clinical legal education has an important role in eliminating economic and social 

inequalities. Students also get the chance to learn legal problems first-hand while helping 

disadvantaged people. This is what is desired in legal systems: to help people access 

justice. In order to realize this goal, the Ministry of Justice has set a goal under the program 

Strengthening Access to Justice as ‘Developing methods of clinical legal studies’. This goal 

has been prepared for the Judicial Reform Strategy of the European Union Membership 

Process.  

In the world, clinical legal education is supported because it contributes to solutions to 

legal problems of disadvantaged groups. These applications also aim to realize social 

responsibility policies. While disadvantaged groups get the opportunity to access justice, 

students get a permanent and useful legal education. So, activities for rising awareness, 

collaborations between law faculties and bar associations are needed as a strategy.  
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International Legal Clinics Symposium, Ankara-2016 

LEGAL CLINICS WITHIN THE FRAMEWORK OF HUMAN RIGHTS AT ANKARA 

UNIVERSITY FACULTY OF LAW 

INTRODUCTION 

Alternative educational methods have been used in the Department of Philosophy and 

Sociology of Law [at Ankara University Law School] for a long time. We have been 

experimenting with and focusing on different training methods more than ten years in 

addition to classical educational methods. For example, we use tools such as drama, 

literature, and cinema in order to help students internalize the content of courses 

through individual or group work but also in order to gain the achievements of the 

student-centered education model. 

This model of legal clinics has been operated under the leadership of the Department of 

Philosophy and Sociology of Law for many years. The main purpose of our legal clinics 

is to actualize the motto “attention plus care” in a lawyer’s life. This aim requires a 

legal education model based on the knowledge of ethics and human rights. 
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Today we will try to describe our main aims, methods and achievements and share our 

experience with you. 

AIMS:  ATTENTION + CARE 

Attention plus care is a term which has been developed by Prof. Dr. Gülriz Uygur; here 

we will try to put forward the meaning of this term, and answer the question “why we need such 

a term?” via legal clinics with a quotation from her: 

“ Attention plus care is the pre-condition for seeing injustice. If we want to see injustice, 

we should have the character and virtue for attention and care. If we desire to actualize 

attention and care, we need to relate the problem directly to ourselves. In other words, we 

should not separate ourselves from our actions. In this way, we present ourselves through our 

acts; this is a way to come into being. What is more, this is a thing that we can only do with 

others. We come into being through the actions we make that are related to others, and by the 

actions we make together with others. This is not something separate from our personality. We 

should be concerned with the beginning of the way to attention plus care. The question why we 

are concerned or what we are concerned about takes us to the issue of ethical awareness. 

Ethical awareness has to do with the meaning of the term ‘human being’ and being 

human. Moreover, it refers to the awareness of being human. Here the most prominent 

obstacles to the attainment of this awareness are our biases and interests. Ethical awareness 

necessitates thinking on our acts in association with the values we want to protect.  

The main aim of our legal clinics is to show that when we recognize human rights 

problems in every case we study, in fact we engage with attention and care. ‘Engaging with 

care’ is not possible without coming very close, almost literally into, the life and problems of 

the people we engage with.  Our clinics have been designed upon the principle that we see the 

person in front of us first of all as a human being.  Therefore our aim is to introduce a lawyer’s 

identity that is based on values such as respect, trust, honesty and being just. In this regard our 

aim is to demonstrate that being a lawyer cannot be separated from ethical values. Besides, we 

want to show that being a lawyer is about being responsible for others.”1 

Additionally, one of the purposes of these clinics is to raise awareness among students 

about problems of human rights. Through legal clinics we plan to relate theoretical texts to 

                                                           
1 From Gulriz Uygur, “Aim: Attention Plus Care”, http://hukukklinikleri.hukukfelsefesi.org/, 28.03.2016. 

http://hukukklinikleri.hukukfelsefesi.org/
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everyday issues and have students think about ethical problems. Studies about disadvantageous 

groups serve this purpose. Therefore, when students look for solutions to the problems of 

disadvantageous groups, they see that the problem they pay attention to and care for is in fact 

a problem of human rights.  

 

THREE YEAR LEGAL CLINICS PROGRAMME 

Firstly we want to mention that we have a three year programme for legal clinics at 

our faculty: 

In Turkey Law School is an undergraduate programme lasting four years. Our clinic 

program lasts three years. In other words, it has three steps.  

1) The First Step (PREPARATORY YEAR 1) 

In this first step, students at their second grade have to take one of the following three selective 

courses: 

*Gender and Law 

*Law, Ethics and Legal Ethics 

*Law and Literature  

These courses are in our faculty’s second year’s academic programme in the list of selective 

courses. 

2) The Second Step (PREPARATORY YEAR 2)  

At the second step, third-year students have to take the course Philosophy of Law. This is an 

obligatory course for 3rd year students. Within the scope of this lecture, our students can 

participate voluntarily in certain group studies that are coordinated by the Philosophy and 

Sociology of Law Department at our Faculty. The main pre-condition to participate in these 

groups is to take and pass the second year’s selective courses that we mention at the first 

step.  

These group studies are:  

* Law and Literature Group 
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* Family Courts Group 

* To See Law Through Philosophy 

* Women’s Rights Group 

WHAT ARE WE DOING IN THESE GROUP STUDIES? 

These group studies are mostly examples of STREET LAW. You can see the content of all the 

group studies on the slides. We will now only explain two of them. 

LAW AND LITERATURE GROUP: Each year we determine a topic, such as ‘the rule of 

law’, ‘poverty’, ‘social justice’, etc. Then, we discuss the topics through literature readings. 

FAMILY COURTS GROUP: Students visit and listen to hearings in Family Courts in Ankara; 

try to determine problems related to courts, judges, lawyers, legal materials, etc; and then try to 

find solutions to these problems. They also open stands in front of the family court rooms and 

give information to the people who need help. 

TO SEE LAW THROUGH PHILOSOPHY: Learning “right evaluation” in philosophy and 

making connection between ethics, evaluation problems and legal decisions. 

WOMEN’S RIGHTS GROUP: Students prepare legal materials; then organize and give 

seminars to groups who are deprived of any knowledge of their legal rights. Our students 

organize social responsibility projects (i.e.: for women’s shelters). They visit high schools in 

Ankara to teach students who are in need to know their legal rights, for example women’s rights 

against domestic violence. They also give information to high-school students about partner 

abuse. In other words, our students explain to high school students which behaviours should be 

seen as partner violence.  They also organize in-campus training on sexual harassment for 

the students of our University. 
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Posters for collecting needs of women prisoners 

 

REPORTS ON SECOND YEAR ACTIVITIES RELATED TO LEGAL CLINIC ON DOMESTIC 

VIOLENCE  

REPORT ON ACTIVITIES PERFORMED BY STUDENT GROUP OF FAMILY COURTS  

PERIOD: October 2nd – December 25th 

Total Number of Students that Visited The Courthouse 

The total number of students who visited the courthouse is 56. They alternately visited 

two courts, the Ankara Courthouse and the Ankara West Courthouse. 

Period of Visiting the Courthouse 
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Students  visited the courthouse during all the weekdays between October 2nd and 

December 25th.  

Number of Interviewees  

Students interviewed 125 people in total. 

Activities of Students 

- In stand area, information about the Law on Protection of Family and Preventing 

Violence against Women (Law number 6284) was given to 25 applicants, including 

victims of violence and applicants claiming to be subject to an unjust protection order. 

The information given to applicants was about the general aspects of Law no 6284. 

Applicants were explained who are protected under this code, where applications can be 

made, and what kind of legal measures can be taken under code 6284. Applicants 

particularly asked whether code 6284 only protects women or not. Students informed 

applicants that, as opposed to common belief, not only women but also men are  exposed 

to violence and every person facing domestic violence is equally under the protection of 

the law.  

- Informative brochures were given to some lawyers, victims visiting the stands and 

21 persons who did not visit the stands but whose information of being a victim was 

reached. Also, brochures were delivered to people in the courthouses.  

- Information about legal measures that can be taken under law no 6284 was given 

to 38 victims. Students mostly informed the victims about protective and preventive 

measures in accordance with the victims’ demands. Some of the measures our students 

presented: 

o Changing the workplace (1 person), 

o Changing common places of residence (2 persons), 

o Demands for changing personal identification information (5 persons), 

o Affixing annotation to real estate registration book (one applicant), 

o Two demands for finding a shelter, 

o Five demands for temporary financial support, 

o Two demands for psychological counseling and guidance service, 

o Two demands for temporary putting under protection, 

o One demand for child nursery service, 

o Five demands for issuing an order to prevent insulting and humiliating acts and 

attitudes, 

o Ten demand for getting an order to suspend the denounced person from common 

residence, 

o Three demands for getting an order to forbid the denounced person from seeing 

children and victim, 

o One demand for limiting personal relation with the denounced person, 

o Two demands for suspending the denounced person from victim’s children and 

other close persons, 
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o Two demands for banning the denounced person from damaging to property, 

o Three demands for preventing the denounced person  from annoying the victim 

via communication instruments, 

o Three demands that the denounced person return his/her legally permitted gun to 

the police, 

o One demand for returning the denounced person’s gun to the working place or 

institution, 

o Three demands for prohibiting the use of alcohol and narcotic drug in the victim’s 

residence, 

o Two demands for the medical examination and treatment of the denounced person 

because of his/her substance abuse. 

Based on these demands, students directed applicants to necessary places as below: 

o 15 victims were directed to the competent authorities which are the prosecution 

office, family courts, the police and the Centre for preventing violence. 

o 13 victims who were financially in bad situation were directed to the legal aid office 

and a Centre within the Bar named Gelincik which works only with cases of domestic 

violence,  

o Four victims were only advised to receive psychological support, 

o 13 victims demanded students to help them in compiling  petitions. Students 

prepared petitions including one for the renewal of protection order, one for issuing a 

protection order, one for concealing residence information, one for taking permission to 

found personal relation with the child, one for temporary alimony, one for rescission of a 

protection order, and seven for issuing a protection order from the court.  
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Students from ‘Family Courts’ Group working in the Courthouse  

 

REPORT ON ACTIVITIES PERFORMED BY STUDENTS WHO VISITED THE CENTRE 

FOR MONITORING AND PREVENTING VIOLENCE  

PERIOD: October 6th – October 8th 

Total Number of Students Who Visited The Centre  

The total number of students who visited the centre is 56.  

Period of Visiting the Centre 

Students visited the courthouse beginning October 6th to October 8th,  in total three days. 

They visited the Centre in groups of three . As students had to visit the women shelter 

later on, these visits had to be ended in a short time. 

Number of Interviewees  

Students interviewed 13 people in total. 
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Activities of Students 

- Since victims were mostly self-enclosed, students firstly tried to interact with them 

and create a communicative environment. 

- Students explained them their right which are protected under law no 6284. 

- Some victims narrated their violence history and were givenfeedback by the 

students. 

- Victims who demanded information about the divorce procedure and their rights 

in women shelter were informed by students. The following topics were also included in 

the information offered by the students: 

o Legal reasons for divorce, 

o Guardianship of children, 

o Alimony for victims and their children, 

o Financial support of women shelter, 

o Custody, especially for handicapped children, 

o Warrant of attorney and withdrawing the lawyer, 

o Legal aid for victims of violence, 

o Proving the existence of jewels given to husband during the marriage. 

 

REPORT ON ACTIVITIES PERFORMED BY STUDENTS WHO VISITED FAMILY COURTS  

PERIOD: February 15th –March 14th and April 30th - May 17th 

Total Number of Students who Visited The Courthouses 

Total number of students who visited the Ankara West Courthouse and the Ankara 

Courthouse is 54. They alternated in visited the courthouses.  

Period of Visiting the Centre 

Students have visited the courthouses every weekday beginning from February 15th to 

May 17th except the period between March 15th and April 29th. 

Number of Interviewees  

Students interviewed 54 people in total during the relevant time periods.  

Activities of Students 

- In the stand area, students gave information about the Law on Protection of Family 

and Preventing Violence against Women (Law no 6284) to 18 applicants, including 

victims of violence and applicants claiming to be subject to an unjust protection order. 

The information given to applicants was about general aspects of Law no 6284. Applicants 

were explained who are protected under this code, where applications can be made, and 
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what kind of legal measures can be taken under code 6284. Applicants particularly asked 

whether code 6284 only protects women or not. Students informed applicants that, as 

opposed to common belief, not only women but also men are  exposed to violence and 

every person facing domestic violence is equally under the protection of the law. 

Informative brochures were given to three applicants.  

- Information about legal measures that can be taken under law no 6284 was given 

to 33 victims. Students mostly informed the victims about protective and preventive 

measures in accordance with the victims’ demands. Some of the measures advised by 

students are given below: 

o One demand for temporary alimony, 

o Changing common places of residence (2 persons), 

o Demand for concealing residence information of two victims, 

o Two demands for finding shelter, 

o Two demands for temporary financial support, 

o Four demands for psychological counseling and guidance service, 

o Seven demands for temporary putting under protection, 

o One demand for issuing an order to prevent insulting and humiliating acts and 

attitudes, 

o Five demand for issuting an order to suspend the denounced person from common 

residence, 

o One demand for getting an order to forbid the denounced person from seeing 

children and victim, 

o One demand for preventing the denounced person from annoying the victim via 

communication instruments, 

o One demand for having the denounced person return his/her gun to the working 

place or institution, 

o Three demands for the medical examination and treatment of the denounced 

person because of his/her substance abuse. 

Based on these demands, students directed applicants to necessary places as below: 

o 6 victims were directed to the competent authorities, which are the prosecution 

office, family courts, the police and the Centre for preventing violence. 

o 7 victims who were financially in bad situation were directed to the legal aid office 

and a Centre within the Bar named Gelincik which works only with cases of domestic 

violence,  

o Four victims were only advised to receive psychological support, 

o 3 victims asked the students’ help to write petitions. Students prepared petitions 

including one for issuing a protection order, one for the rescission of protection order, 

and one for suing the denounced person to criminal court because of domestic violence.  

o In addition, students gave information to 8 applicants mostly about divorce, 

guardianship and the right to found personal relations with children. 
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REPORT ON ACTIVITIES PERFORMED BY STUDENTS WHO VISITED INITIAL 

ADMISSION CENTRE OF WOMEN SHELTERS OF MINISTRY OF FAMILY AND SOCIAL 

POLICIES  

PERIOD: March 22nd – May 17th 

Total Number of Students who Visited The Initial Admission centre 

Total number of students who visited the Initial Admission Centre of women shelters was 

31. 

Period of Visiting Students have visited the Centre every weekday beginning from March 

22nd to May 17th, in groups of three or four students. 

Number of Interviewees  

Students interviewed 40 women during the relevant time period. In some cases, students 

only observed interviews carried out between victims and experts working in the Centre. 

Activities of Students 

- Students gave information to victims following questions about guardianship, 

assigning a guardian and sharing property after divorce. 

- Information was given to victims about their rights under law no 6284.  

- Some victims could not benefit from legal aid because of their special 

circumstances. For these victims students prepared lawsuit petitions under the 

supervision of their professors in the Law Faculty. Petitions were about changing name, 

growing age, assigning guardianship, and demanding a restriction order. 

- Students helped with the preparation of the protocols for a consensual divorce 

based on victim’s demand. 

- Students took the file number of ongoing lawsuits and informed the victims about 

their files. They also informed the victims about thecourthouses where their lawsuits 

were to be heard. 

- Based on the victims’ questions, students gave legal information on the following 

topics: 

o Guardianship, 

o Responsibility of guardian, 

o Offences prosecuted on complaint and results of withdrawing complain, 

o Appointment of guardianship, 

o Competent court for victims’ complaints, 

o Legal results of restraining a interned person. 

- Students helped victims see the lawyers of the Gelincik Centre that work on cases 

of domestic violence. 

- Observing of victim files by students was done in accordance with the principle of 

confidentiality. 
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- In respect to students, the visits were fruitful because students experienced the 

pervasiveness of domestic violence and understood the situation of victims. 

ACTIVITIES RELATED TO CONNECTING the SECOND AND THIRD YEARS OF LEGAL 

EDUCATION 

1. Summer Schools 

In Koc University and in Maltepe University seminars were organized with the help of 

the Philosophy Association of Turkey. Professors from different universities lectured 

on reasoning based on human rights and ethics and correct evaluation. Lectures were 

mainly interactive and students joined activities with their knowledge from literal 

works and movies recommended by professors. The same education program is 

carried out for students who could not join the summer school. This is organized in 

Ankara University and run simultaneously with the clinics.  

 

Summer Seminar Program of Human Rights and Ethics, Istanbul 
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Students Doing Group Work in Human Rights and Ethics Training Program  

2. Lessons on Interview Techniques for Domestic Violence Victims 

Students of the Domestic Violence Clinic have been taught on interview techniques by 

social service specialists. Students have learnt how to communicate with a violence 

victim and given information about violence. In this scope, they tried to define violence 

and its different types. Various ways to approach victims were discussed in relation to 

different types of domestic violence (physical, sexual, financial, emotional), because it 

is considered extremely important in real cases. 
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Training on Interview Techniques  

Activities in Gelincik Centre  

After getting necessary knowledge from clinical lessons, students visited the Gelincik 

Centre in small groups. This centre has been working under the Ankara Bar and is dealing 

with domestic violence cases. Students shared the experiences of lawyers and their 

relations with victims. They also got the chance to see case files of victims. 
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Introductory Meeting of Domestic Violence Law Clinic, Gelincik Centre  

3. ‘Charity Sales’ and Toys 

Students baked cakes and cookies and some traditional foods. Then, they sold them on the 

campus. The money gained from this activity has been used for buying toys and children’s 

books for the children in family courts and the day-care centers in women prisons.  

1) The Third Step (LEGAL CLINIC TERM) 

The 4th year is the ‘clinic year’ for students. This is also an elective course for 4th graders 

at our faculty’s programme. After the second year’s elective courses and after taking part 

in relevant group studies (plus in the obligatory Philosophy of Law lecture) our students 

may participate in specific clinics. On this slide you can see a list of the clinics we have 

organized till now. This is not a complete list, we add or change clinic programmes according 

to the specific expertise of our moderators who are responsible for each clinic. For example, 

this year we had nine clinic programmes at the same time. 

These are:  
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*Legal Clinic on Prisons: Students visit women’s prisons on a regular basis with a professor 

and an assistant. They meet with prisoners and give them legal advice. They listen to their 

problems and write legal advices under the supervision of a lawyer or the moderator. They write 

petitions.(Lawyers have professional monopoly in Turkey, so the work of the students has only 

an advisory capacity for prisoners)  

 

Prisons Clinic, Lawyer speakers as guests 
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Visit of Women Prison 

 

*Legal Clinic on Domestic Violence: Judges from family courts, lawyers, social workers make 

presentation and give information about domestic violence. Students attend lectures about the 

body of current law on domestic violence. Students examine case files and documents. They 

re-write court decisions within the framework of ethics. They meet with victims and give them 

legal advice. Again we mention that students give legal advice in an adversary base because of 

regulation about advocacy in Turkey. 
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* Legal Clinic on Workers: In this clinic, the situations of workers in Turkey are examining 

by means of concrete examples in the light of human rights. Each year one specific topic has 

been chosen such as “occupational accidents and occupational diseases” or “seasonal 
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agricultural labourers”. Attorneys, judges, non-governmental organizations, labour unions are 

being included to the programme. Violations of human rights relate to the issue are being 

evaluated and argued by participant students as well as examining positive legal regulations and 

court decisions. 

 

 

A Panel About Worker Death Organized By The Clinic Students 

 

* Legal Clinic on Refugees: Legal and sociological foundations of the issue have been 

discussed at the beginning in that clinic, because Refugee Law is not a separate law course in 

our faculty’s academic programme. International law, human rights law and Turkish law, legal 

regulations and examples from practice are the main tools for this debate. After the theoretical 

background, students are being encouraged to make analysis on related regulations and 

decisions. Policies effected the legal regulations and practice are also discussed within this 

context. 
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*Legal Clinic on Struggle against Sexual Abuse of Children: Students focus on criminal law 

and the body of current law. For example, two years ago our students prepared a draft law about 

sexual abuse of children. This draft has been published in the Union of Turkish Bar Association 

Review. They also visit a non-governmental organization that is active in this issue.  

*Legal Clinic on Intellectual Property: Students learn the body of current law and concepts 

about intellectual property. Judges, lawyers, staff from the Ministry of Culture give information 

about fields related to intellectual property. They talk about problems regarding intellectual 

property.  

*Legal Clinic on Disabled People: Lawyers organize this clinic. Firstly, students and lawyers 

discuss the meaning of discrimination and disability. They try to study the place of disabled 

people in the current body of national and international law. 

*Legal Clinic on the process of individual application to the Constitutional Court: Students 

learn the process of application to the Court. Students discuss constitutional court decisions, 

visit the Constitutional Court, and meet with judicial clerks. They then write an essay about 

problems confronted in the decisions of the Constitutional Court. 

  

 

 

Constitutional Court and Clinic Students of Individual Application to Constutional Court 
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*Legal Clinics on Urban Transformation: A Professor of administrative law runs this 

clinic. Students discuss the process of urban transformation in Turkey and its effects on 

people’s lives and its relation to human rights. 

 

Urban Transformation Clinic 

As you can see, all the steps of these 3 years are inter-related and closely connected to 

each other. At the end of the whole 3 year process students also get a certificate that 

confirms their work during these period. 

COORDINATION AND MODERATION 

Prof. Dr. Gülriz Uygur is the coordinator for all clinics and she also moderates two 

clinics. (Legal Clinic on Prisons, Legal Clinic on Domestic Violence) For the other six clinics 

we have separate expert moderators who are working on these specific areas. Every year the 

clinics and their moderators can change.  

 

COLLABORATIONS 

We also have collaborations with public institutions, governmental bodies, actors from 

judiciary such as: Ministry of Justice, Ankara Bar Association, Family Courts Judges at Ankara 

Justice Palace, Raoul Wallenberg Institute. 
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ACHIEVEMENTS  

Our aims at the end of the three year programme are:  

To see the connection between law, human rights, and ethics 

To enhance the ability to solve problems through the knowledge of value  

To be part of a group study and develop the ability to work together 

To witness the application of law and to see the connection between theory and practise   

To contribute to the professional life of our students, especially by means of the collaborative 

parts (Ankara University signed a protocol with Ministry of Justice on legal clinics and the 

certificates of the students confirmed also by the Ministry of Justice besides the Faculty) 

 

From certificate ceremony 

VOICES FROM THE CLINICS 

“The following are some of the feedback comments we get from our participant students after 

the programme: 

- Starting to think about their prejudices on the identity of the refugees 
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- Learning the legal regime that the refugees are subject to in a proper way 

- Being aware of the organic relationship between refugee law and human rights law 

- Determining the importance of specialization of lawyers in this field. 

Dr. Neva Övünç Öztürk (Co-moderator of Refugee Clinic) 

…………………………………. 

“I choose to work in the Prison Clinic Programme. What does this clinic contribute to me? I 

learned to look at issues from a human-based, instead of a gender-based perspective. I 

realized that the prisons -which are shown far away from us- are places quite close to us. 

And I experienced that the people living there are people just as we are. We spoke with 

prisoners face to face and answered their legal demands. These were really exciting days for 

me. And the most important thing, I started to see myself on the way to be a good lawyer.” 

Elif, Ankara University Faculty of Law, Prisons Clinic 

....................................................... 

I have realized that there are so many opportunities to do my profession in a useful 

way.  

Umay, Domestic Violence Clinic 

………………………………………………… 

I have changed my perspective and raised my awareness since learning about 

concepts like feminism, gender, and domestic violence.  

Seher, Domestic Violence Clinic 

………………………………………………. 

Now, I know how to help victims and how to evaluate things happening around me. I 

owe it to the different perspectives and opinions that I have learnt during the 

training.  

Yiğit, Domestic Violence Clinic   

………………………………………………. 

I think I have made progress in evaluating things from diverse points of views, 

research methods and being objective.  

Özge Domestic Violence Clinic   
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………………………………………………. 

I have got detailed knowledge about CEDAW, Istanbul Convention-2011, and Law No. 

6284. I have learnt how to react in cases of protection of children, women rights and 

domestic violence. 

Aslıhan, Domestic Violence Clinic   

………………………………………………. 

I find this training very important because before we start our profession, we have 

learnt practical knowledge and ways whereby we can help people. 

Gülru, Domestic Violence Clinic   

………………………………………………. 

I noticed there are lots of wrongs that I believed to be true before the clinical 

workings. 

Ayşe, Intellectual Property Clinic 

………………………………………………. 

I have learnt how to approach to facts with legal knowledge. I have  regained my hope 

about solution of social problems, because I saw that there are people who are 

working on these problems. 

Aykut, Workers Clinic 

………………………………………………. 

We have found the opportunity toexpress ourselves. We have tried to find legal 

grounds and started to learn how we can be  lawyers. This helped us gain self-

confidence. 

Enes, Workers Clinic 

………………………………………………. 

nks to clinical workings, I succeed in making law a part of my life Latife, Clinic on 

Individual Application to the Constitutional Court  

………………………………………………. 

I have found the chance to make presentations and join group workings which 

increased my communication skills. I had the opportunity to apply my theoretical 

knowledge to real cases.  
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Gülpembe, Refugees Clinic 

………………………………………………. 

I have seen that law can relate to other disciplines, and that law does not have to be 

a self-closed area but that it can interact with other disciplines. 

Aydın Furkan,  Clinic on Individual Application to the Constitutional Court 

………………………………………………. 

I can see that prejudices and value judgments are imposed by the society and I 

consider this in events that I face. 

İbrahim, Intellectual Property Clinic  

………………………………………………. 

I have improved myself in relation to ethics, dignity, and human rights. I have learnt 

a lot on being human. 

Pınar, Intellectual Property Clinic  

………………………………………………. 

I have found the opportunity to make research on topics which I was not interested in 

and did not have any knowledge about. 

Leyla, Refugees Clinic  

………………………………………………. 

Joining the clinic has taught me to evaluate problems in the context of human rights 

and to find different solutions. 

Evrim, Refugees Clinic 

 


